Consolidated B24H-15-CF Liberator 41-29489
2nd Avenue “EL” then The Striped Ape
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Built at the Consolidated Fort
Worth factory along with 270
others, this olive drab aircraft
painted was assigned to the 486th
BG and flown over as their
original compliment to Sudbury,
Suffolk. The 486th was originally
equipped with the B24, an
example being shown right,
between May and August 1944 when it was re-equipped with the B17. Its
relinquished Liberators were redistributed within the 2nd Air Division. Shortly after
41-29489 arrived at Sudbury with the 486th, it was transferred to the 458th Bomb
Group at Horsham St Faith, Norwich, where it was assigned to the 753rd Bomb
Squadron, becoming known as aircraft I. The last recorded mission it flew there
was 31st May 1944. After this date it was reassigned to the 492nd Bomb Group at
North Pickenham, Norfolk. Its first recorded mission was on 6th June 1944,
attacking coastal targets. Records show that it flew 6 missions with the both the
753rd Bomb Squadron as aircraft K and also 752nd Bomb Squadron as aircraft T.
Its last mission here was the 15th June 1944. Of note the 458th BG was
disbanded August 1944 due to high casualty rates, its men and machines being
dispersed.
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Research has seen that the reason behind the transfer of this
aircraft from the 458th at Horsham St Faiths to the 492nd at
North Pickenham was due to Project Azon. This project saw
the H models transferred out from the 458th and replaced with
newer J models from other bomb groups. Project Azon, which
stands for AZimuth ONly, was essentially a forerunner of the
smart bomb. It consisted of a set of radio-controlled tail fins and
elevators attached to the body of a 1000 pound bomb and an aircraft that was
fitted with the radio gear that controlled the bomb in flight. The open-source
images show the tail assembly, left, and it fitted in place on the bomb, right. There
is a comprehensive write-up of the project on the 458th
Bomb Groups website on this subject. Ultimately this
project was not proceeded with beyond an
experimental phase during the war in Europe, however
it was tried in the Pacific with more positive results.
Further research continued in the United States, and it
was used operationally again in the Korean war, one of
the 448th BGs men being involved there.
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After 15th June 1944 it was transferred to the 448th Bomb Group at Seething. On
its arrival it was assigned to the 714th Bomb Squadron and it was here that it
finally received a name. The given name was 2nd Avenue El, after the elevated
railroad in New York.
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Records indicate the naming was done by the Crew Chief, Staff Sargent Stephen
H Burzenski, who was a resident of Queens, New York. Born 1st Sept 1917 in
Rhode Island, Stephen had relocated to Queens, New York by the time he
enlisted 17th March 1942. On his enlistment form his occupation was noted as a
general office clerk. His army number was 32229340. He flew over to Seething as
one of four passengers on B24H-5-FO 42-52105 which was flown by 2Lt David E
Manning of Crew #52, arriving 24th November 1943. This would place him at
Seething before the bulk of the personnel arrived, so he was pivotal in setting up
the 714th Bomb Squadron area. The aircraft he flew over with, piloted by 2lt David
E Manning, went down on its first mission, 22nd December 1943. Stephen
survived the war and died 30th December 2006, aged 89. He was laid to rest in
Cecil, Washington Country, Pennsylvania.
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The elevated railroad, which was the
inspiration for the name carried on the
B24, served both First and Second
Avenue in Manhattan, New York
between 1878 and September 1942
when it was finally closed and
dismantled. The New York Library
image, right, shows the route this
railroad took. When Stephen H
Burzenski enlisted the railroad was
already partially closed, service
beyond 57th Street stopping in 1940,
with the remainder stopping in June 1942. The image from New York City
Subway, above, shows part of this system. He obviously had fond memories of
this transit system.
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Records indicate the aircraft dropped off the formation diagrams after 12th
September 1944, for what reason it has yet to be determined. The replacement
right stabiliser visible in post conversion images and the buckled right auxiliary
spars that prevented the aircraft returning the States at the end of the war are
clues. Research is ongoing in the matter.
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Preparation for this new duty was quite extensive. By this stage in the war the
process of converting a bomber into the Assembly Ship role was quite processed.
First of all, the turrets were removed and faired over with kits supplied from a
modification centre, the top turret being replaced with an astrodome. The Olive
Drab paint was removed, and replaced with distinctive, black and white stripes.
The image above shows the aircraft not long after conversion with the new paint
scheme. As can be seen, the aluminium is very bright and the waist windows still
have their original covers. Later images show the aircraft further modified with the
waist position covers being replaced with large Perspex windows, as will be seen
in the image below. The later image, also clearly depicts the added maroon paint
stripes over the aluminium skin, presumably as an aid to make the aircraft more
visible, especially in cloudy conditions. Along with the gunners windows added
extra windows were added in the nose to aid the crew in visual identification.
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The two added images, left and
below, give a better all-round view
of the aircraft. The first rear quarter
view clearly illustrates the tail turret
fairing which was a standard fit on
assembly ships. The one below is
interesting in that it shows the
aircraft after the addition of the
maroon stripes and before the
addition of the improved larger
Perspex waist windows. It also
shows the right tailplane has been
replaced with one from a 715th
aircraft, indicated by the diamond
symbol and the individual aircraft letter “V” . It would seem this tailplane was
already on the aircraft when it was converted, as will be seen in the first image.
Maybe this could be a reason the aircraft was reassigned to Assembly duties?
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Its war duty complete, it was salvaged by 3 SAD at Watton, Norfolk, between the
26th and 31st May 1945. The buckled right auxullary spars were the cause of the
aircraft being left here rather than make the long journey home.

Resources used have been various websites, Tom Brittan and B24Bestweb.
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Consolidated B24JSH-1-FO Liberator 42-95527
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Built at Fords Willow Run factory in April 1944, it was immediately sent off to the
modification center to have its H2X radar installed. This modification entailed
removing the ball turret and replacing that with the radome, utilising the redundant
retractable mechanism. The radar scope and operator was installed behind the
flight deck in the area occupied by the radio operator.
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After acceptance by the Army Air Force, it was assigned to the 93rd BG at
Hardwick, Norfolk. Once it arrived it joined the 328th Bomb Squadron as a lead
aircraft, becoming aircraft C. The remarkable colour image above from shows this
aircraft in flight with the radome extended.
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In January 1945 it was transferred to the 448th BG, being assigned to the 712th
Squadron as aircraft L The black and white images herein show the aircraft at
Seething.
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The distinctive nose art has
been recorded as being
applied during its time with
the 93rd. Research is
ongoing as to who applied it
there. The origins of the
term 4-F is easier to research. The name refers to the military medical
classification, 4-F, which was given to signify that the applicant was medically unfit
for military service. Originally devised during the American Civil war it signified
that the soldier did not have four front teeth in which to tear open the packets of
gunpowder for the rifles. Over time this term evolved to describe a soldier who
was medically unfit to serve for a variety of reasons. The images of the aircraft at
Seething show the nose art clearly and when you know the reason for the name,
the art is understandable. However the goofy looking unfit man has somehow got
a number of medals that are painted on his coat.
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This was a lucky aircraft as it
survived hostilities and went home
Stateside 13th June 1945, finishing
its days at Walnut Ridge (AZ).
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Resources used have been various websites, Tom Brittan and B24Bestweb.
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Consolidated B24M-5-FO Liberator 44-50540
Achtung! Noon Balloon
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Consolodated B24M-5 FO
44-50540 was built by Ford
at its Willow Run factory
almost halfway through the
dash -5 production run of 200
aircraft early 1945. After acceptance it was assigned to the 448 th and the 714th
BS, becoming one of a handful of these M models to arrive before wars end. Its
first mission was recorded on 31st March 1945 and ultimately it flew only 12
missions before the war finished.
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Records indicate that the aircraft
was in the main flown by 2nd Lt
Kay L Flinders and crew,
themselves having arrived 20th
December 1944.
The author
was privileged to have met Sgt
William E Myers, the tail gunner
on ‘540, in 1998 at one of the
last reunions at Seething. At this
event he signed one of the authors signature boards, above.
.
The genesis behind the name is quite
interesting. During one harrowing mission
over Berlin, either 26th February or 18th March
1945, according to the mission list, the
intense flak caused one of the gunners to
exclaim “Let’s get out of here, we’re sitting up
here like a big balloon!” As the bomber
stream usually dropped its bombs at 12
midday the crew decided the aircraft should
be known as Achtung! Noon Balloon. The
nose art of the Barrage balloon follows the
gunners exclamation perfectly, as will be seen in the colourized image, above.
The Berlin mission that inspired the comment has been traced to one of two visits
the 448th did in the last months of the war that fit within the timeline of the B24M-5FO. According to Rowe:
Big B “Berlin” was the target on February 26th. The 448th hit railroad yards in
North Berlin. Bombing was by H2X. Allied fighters searched in vain for the enemy.
The Flak was heavy but all planes returned with little damage or injury.
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On March 18th, 1330 bombers were scheduled to attack Berlin. The Second Air
Division was assigned an armament works in the city. Seething dispatched thirty
bombers. Forty Me-262 jet fighters attacked the formations. The 448th saw the
jets only from a distance. However other groups lost 24 Liberators and five
fighters. Two jets were downed.
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Auchtung! Noon Balloon survived
the war to return stateside 13th June
1945. Its likely fate was into storage
at Walnut Ridge Army Air Field,
Arkansas or Altus Army Air Field,
Oklahoma, and ultimately it was
sold for scrap. The image, right,
shows ‘540 in flight.

Resources used have been various websites, Tom Brittan and B24Bestweb.
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Consolidated B24H-1-DT Liberator 41-28595
Ice Cold Katie
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Consolodated B24H-1-DT 4128595 was built by Douglas at
its Tulsa plant, half way
through
the
-1
block
production. The ‘H’ model
was a major game changer in
terms of the development of the B24. It was the first model that introduced the
nose turret as standard, as opposed to a field modification. The turret of choice
was the distinctive Emerson turret as illustrated in the drawing. It also introduced
a great many other details and production improvements. Ford was instrumental
in the improvement in production which enabled a greater degree of
standardisation between factories and parts. This made repairs at depots and in
the field better. An original 448 th aircraft it was flown over by crew #21. According
to Brett, the crew consisted on this ferry flight of:

The humble rank of 1st Lt hides the profession that Raymond
McKeeby had. As a qualified Medical Doctor, he was coming
over as part of the 713 th Sqn medical team. Squadron
documents list him as a Flight Surgeon. The two images show
Raymond as a Captain and seen unloading a wounded
crewman (opposite).
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2nd Lt James J Bell, Pilot, 0742831
2nd Lt David E Mellott, Co-Pilot, 0749286
2nd Lt Hugh X Cullinan, Navigator, 0736688
2nd Lt Marvin Joseph, Bombardier, 0678418
SSgt James R Bricker, Engineer, 35588078
SSgt William E Ruck Jr, Radio, 13019337
Sgt Kenneth L Hess, AE, 36068383
Sgt Lloyd T Williams, AR, 19122941
SSgt Roger O Vance, Gunner, 39530101
Sgt Daner E Anderson, Air Gunner, 13033362
With them on this flight they carried 4 passengers. They were listed as:
1st Lt James L Furguson, 0568113
2nd Lt George E Cohen, 0861048
1st Lt Raymond S. McKeeby, 0500564
M.Sgt. Robert M McDowell, Jr, 14037254
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Like the other original crews coming over, it flew the southern
route, making landfall in Cornwall at St Mawgan. Following a
brief stopover, it arrived at Seething 30 th November 1943 as
one of the very first tranche of planes to arrive. After settling in
‘Katie’ flew its first operational mission on 22 nd December 1943
to Osnabruck, Germany.
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Rowe describes this momentous mission: “This was the
448th’s first mission. The group was anxiously awaiting
their first chance to enter combat and their baptism of
fire arrived on December 22, 1943 on a mission to
Osnabruck. Merging cloud layers created assembly
problems. Of 26 planes dispatched, 12 returned early.
Eleven attached themselves to the 445th BG. Adding to
the misery of pesky cloud layers, temperature readings
were 40 to 60 degrees below zero and oxygen masks froze. One plane did not
drop its bombs because of mechanical failure. Frostbite was a common
occurrence on this first mission. Instead of three tidy group formations in this 20th
combat wing, two loosely formed groups continued to the target. Weather
improved as they neared enemy territory, but it also gave flak batteries and the
fighters good visibility. Flak damaged Lt. Manning’s ship and fighters quickly shot
down the stricken plane. Two gunners escaped from Lt. Hughey’s plane to
become POW’s but the rest perished. Some bombs were unloaded on the top of
groups flying below. Of the three groups in this 20th combat wing, the 448th lost
two planes, the 93rd lost five and the 446th lost two aircraft.”
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The December 31st mission was planned to
bomb La Rochelle, La Reu airfield. However,
the target was covered by 10/10 th cloud so the
448th flew to the secondary target of
Chateaubernard Airfield, Cognac which was
successfully bombed instead. Due to high
headwinds on the return home ‘Katie’ was
forced to land away from Seething at
Wroughton, Wiltshire. Following and overnight
halt it returned home the next day.

Of the rest of the missions she flew, there is nothing of note, that is until we get to
the 22nd of April 1944 mission to Hamm, Germany. As the reader will be aware, for
the B24 Liberators of the 2nd Air division, this turned out to be a catastrophe for
many of their way home. Stories of the 448 th have a write up of this mission and
the fate of one of the crews, Repulser, on the website.
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It has been stated that ‘Katie’ was so named because
of the cold when flying and this in turn reminded the
crew of the song ‘Ice Cold Katie’. Research is ongoing
to verify this comment. Using this story as a basis,
research was undertaken into the name and its origins.
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Having survived the rigours of Hamm, Ice Cold Katie on return to the airfield found
that visibility was obscured by smoke from Vadie Raye, 42-73497. This had
landed previously and exploded off the northern side of the main runway after
being attacked by a ME410. On landing they saw The Ruth E-K Allah Hassid,
41-29575, at the end of the runway where it had been abandoned, stopping just
short of it. Of the following aircraft Tondelayo, 41-29240, was not able to stop
before it slammed into the tail of ‘Katie’ which in turn forced her into 41-29575. In
the cold light of day, she was salvaged 24th and 25th April 1944. The image,
overleaf, shows the salvage under way. The only unscathed part is the nose.
The image, from Tom Brittan, is interesting in that the man in the front has his M1
carbine at the ready. This can only be the result of the Luftwaffe attack as
everyone is still a bit jittery.
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The name on the nose of the
aircraft, Ice Cold Katie, is a
reference to one of the songs in the
1943 Warner Brothers comedy film
“Thank your lucky stars”. The
premise of the film, according to
Wikipedia and IMDB, has two
theatre producers trying to stage a
wartime
charity
extravaganza
entitled “Cavalcade of Stars”. The
egotistical radio personality, Eddie
Cantor, has radio, singer and
television personality Dinah Shore under contract and decides he will only allow
her to appear oncondition he is made chairman of the benefit committee, so he
can take over. Meanwhile, an aspiring singer and his songwriter girlfriend conspire
to get into the charity program by replacing Cantor with their lookalike friend, tour
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bus driver Joe Simpson. There follows a very funny series of events and sketches.
The film was created as a benefit fundraiser for the American war effort. This film
had a stellar cast as it included, amongst others: Humphrey Bogart; Olivia De
Havilland; Errol Flynn; Bette Davis and Hattie McDaniel, to name just five. It is
recorded the stars donated their fees to the Hollywood Canteen, a club that was
located on Cahuenga Boulevard in Los Angeles. This club was set up to provide
free food and entertainment for service personnel of all allied nations. To get
admission to the club all the servicemen had to do was wear his uniform. The
image by once upon a screen, left, shows the Hollywood canteen. As you will see
the establishment was rather popular.
The full name of the song was "Ice Cold Katie... Won't You Marry the Soldier?".
This was a particularly energetic and rousing production performed on a Haarlem
Street setting. The piece was sung by Hattie McDaniel (from Gone with the
Wind), Willie Best, Jess Lee Brooks and Rita Christian along with a chorus of
singers and dancers. The author has seen the film of the song and it is a huge
number, very well-choregraphed and sung.
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On 23rd April 1944 the remains of a very broken ‘Katie’ were surveyed and it was
deemed, along with the other aircraft that crashed into her, that they were beyond
repair. The images attached to this document, from the authors collection of over
20 years, illustrate the crash scene described earlier, the day after.
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Taken from multiple angles
these
images
graphically
illustrate the pile up. ‘Katie’ is
seen with her tail broken and the
tail planes severed. Luckily the
crews survived.
Today the
scene is very different, the field
being covered with crops. Working right under
the flight path taken that night the author is able
to appreciate the difficult circumstances
experienced, especially the sight of a ME410
flying in and along the long gone track of
runway 19.

Resources used have been various websites, Tom Brittan and B24Bestweb.
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Consolidated B24-60-CF Liberator 44-10544
Sweetheart of the Rockies
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Built as airframe number 1135 by
Consolidated at its Fort Worth factory,
Texas, it was the 41st of the -60 batch
of 50 aircraft, out of a total of 1,558 J
model aircraft produced there. After
rollout it was sent to the modification
centre, known to be #35 and painted on
the nose, to have all of the latest
updates added, after with it was
accepted to service. Recent input from
Flip Marchese has added clarity to
Modification Center #35. This facility was the Consolidated Louisville Modification
Center located at what is now Louisville International Airport. Of note this airfield
was also home to the Curtiss Wright Louisville factory during the war which
produced the C-46 Commando cargo aircraft. He adds that this facility handled
most of the J models from the Consolidated factory (CF) at Fort Worth which went
mostly for Lend Lease, so having this aircraft retained in USAAF service was
unusual, these ones being in the -55/70 block range. From there it was assigned
to the 448th BG and the 712th squadron. Currently there is little information on its
combat history, suffice to say it survived hostilities to return home in 1945. It was
scrapped at Walnut Ridge, Arkansas in January 1946.
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The aircraft was named “Sweetheart of the
Rockies”. From research it has been found that the
name refers to the 1942 musical comedy film
“Springtime of the Rockies” released through 20th
Century Fox. The cast included Betty Grable, John
Payne, Carmen Miranda, Cesar Romero, Charlotte
Greenwood, Harry James and Edward Everett. The
film plot is best described using the IMDB plot
summery: “The Broadway partners Vicky Lane and
Dan Christy have a tiff over Christy's womanizing.
Jealous Vicky takes up with her old flame and
former dance partner, Victor Price, and Dan's
career takes a nosedive. In hopes of rekindling their
romance and getting Vicky back on the boards with
him, Dan follows her to a ritzy resort in the
Canadian Rockies, where she and Victor are about
to open their new act. But things get
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complicated when Dan wakes after a bender to find that
he's hired an outlandish Latin secretary, Rosita Murphy,
which makes Vicky think he's just up to his old tricks
again.” The image, above left, shows the promotional
poster for the film. The image, right, is of the girl herself,
Betty Grable. This pose is like that as painted on the
B24.
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When researching the story behind the nose art, a
second film of the same name was found. This one was
made in 1937 by Republic Pictures which starred Gene
Autry, Smiley Burnette and Polly Rowles. It is possible
that the B24 was named for this film, however the outfit
worn by the nose art is very much more in keeping with
the later 1942 film, as opposed the wild west style outfits
worn in the 1937 film. The elegant classic pose of the
Polly Rowles, right, is startlingly similar to the one painted
on the B24 however.
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The image, left shows the actual nose art as painted. As
we can see, the pose is similar to that of the promotional
photo of Betty Grable. The outfit is similar to one worn by
Grable in the film. Images via Tom Brittan, 2003.

All images supplied are from open source, save those individually credited.
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